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We have been learning:

Kindy’s have been focusing on Syllables, and listening to the sounds in words. In Math they have been sorting 2D objects and learning how to count, read and write the numbers 1-5.

PP’s have been focusing on writing the sounds they hear in medial “a” and “l” words like tap and tin. In math they are practicing counting and addition with a variety of strategies.

“Today we had to wear green because St Patrick went to Ireland as a Priest and Ireland’s colour is green” Aidan Weir

“St Patrick came from England and was kidnapped and taken to Ireland” Riley Keefe

“St Patrick loved God, he turned into a priest like Father Robert and got the leaf to teach people about God” Max Rumble

“The leaf told people about the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit on one leaf” Jaxon Papertalk
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